In a meeting that lasted barely five minutes, Prime Minister G P Koirala, gave stern warning to Maoist leaders to make a distinction between criminal and political activities.

Still recovering from his eye problem, Koirala told Maoist leaders Prachanda and Baburam Bhattarai that he did not believe Young Communist League’s activities were independent without their leadership endorsing it.

This was their first meeting after the rift between the PM and the Maoists widened following his public declaration that YCL is a bunch of ‘criminals.’

According to the information newsfront gathered, Prachanda requested the PM to understand the political background of YCL and assured that he would look into his grievances.

Koirala vent out warnings and fumed, “How many times have you given me the list of criminals to arrest? Where does YCL get this authority to take law into its hands?” Speaking in an, ‘enough is enough’ tone, Koirala also told Maoist leaders, “You not only attacked two diplomats in Damak but German ambassador has also been a victim of assault by your groups in Kathmandu.”

After giving his piece of mind, the PM asked Home Minister K P Stauli and his nephew, Dr Shekhar Koirala to have a thorough discussion on issues with the Maoist leaders that needs to be addressed soon. “We discussed on formation of various commissions including the one on disappearances by the State, National Human Rights Commission, Truth and Reconciliation Commission and the committee to monitor peace process,” Dr Shekhar Koirala told newsfront, adding that a final decision would be taken soon on these matters.

“Yes, we discussed YCL activities as well and Maoist leaders have promised to look into their activities,” he added, and Dr Bhattarai said, “YCL is serving people, but if there have been some excesses, we will look into it.”

It is not yet known how Maoists will respond to the warning given by the PM but analysts say that it may certainly increase their anxieties. The PM is also believed to have told them that while the Armed Police Force would now patrol highways, the security apparatus would be put on high alert signaling that he might have to opt for “deployment of army,” if Maoists’ activities continued.

According to Dr Shekhar Koirala, Maoist leaders have also been asked to start returning lands confiscated by the Maoists in western Nepal like they did in Dang though, partially.
Confrontation

After a prolonged silence, Nepal army has reacted sharply to the Maoists' demand to have its base removed from Kapilvastu in Kapilvastu's Birpur Village Development Council. In a strongly worded statement, the army spokesperson said no such base could be removed in the prevailing situation.

Maoists' reaction follows an indefinite strike imposed by the Maoists on the western highway that paralysed entire traffic movement. The Maoists damaged and burnt about a dozen private vehicles. Maoists called off the strike on Sunday, since public anger seemed to be building against them.

The army termed the organisers of the Bandh, 'anti-social elements' and said, "They seemed to adopt a tactic to dislodge the current security bases so that the presence of the government could be minimised through such activities."

The statement said, "in deference to the national interest and security, and in order for the ordinary citizens to feel secure, no security bases established in the country through due process of law is going to be removed."

Significantly, the army statement which also justifies establishment of certain new bases in the course of the conflict was issued after Prime Minister G P Koirala asked for a strong and unprejudiced statement. Sources said the Chief of Army Staff, Rukmangad Katwal, had also briefed the PM about the need for a strong reaction from the army.

The camp in Kapilvastu, the source said, was set-up in view of the security situation that prevailed during the years of conflict. None of the bases set-up during the period was meant for protection of particular individual or group of individuals as it was meant for general people as a whole. The Maoists wanted the base removed out of the belief that the one in Kapilvastu was located at the house of a vigilante and had no justification in its continuance.

Commission in Koirala Raj

The Commission of Inquiry into incidence of violence in Terai appears more of a sociological study in nature. It has no right or jurisdiction to recommend action against the people it finds responsible for causing violence and loss of property eastern Terai.

The commission headed by Justice Khilraj Regmi, a sitting judge of the Supreme court, will assess the loss of life and property, find and analyze its cause and effect, and recommend what steps should be taken not to let such incidents recur in future. According to the official sources, the commission will find out details about the loss of human life in the month of Magh (Jan 14 to Feb 13, 2007) as a result of clashes between people of different groups in course of protest demonstrations in Morang, Sunsari, Saptari, Siraha, Dhanusha, Mahottari, Sarlahi, Bara and Parsa districts of Terai. The commission would have no jurisdiction to go into Lahan incident, which claimed the first life as a result of Maoist attack on pro-Terai groups, on January 23.

Home Ministry sources said the commission would also go into the loss of lives following attack on police posts, or in the process of maintaining peace and order. Besides, it will assess the loss of government, private and institutional property and go into their causes. It will make recommendations for formulating policies, and taking necessary actions so that these kinds of incidents do not recur," said the source.

Indian shift?

In what looks like a marked shift in India's policy towards Bhutanese refugees, Foreign Affairs Minister Pranab Mukherjee said it was mission of an international problem now. India so far had been maintaining that it was a bilateral problem that Nepal and Bhutan should sort out.

But as the current round of agitation by determined refugees to enter Bhutan has been temporarily suspended on advice of Indian authorities, Mukherjee's latest version gives some hope that India will be part of the international initiative to sort out the 16 year old stalemate. There are around 107,000 Bhutanese refugees living in different camps in Jhapa, and they are divided over the UNHCR authorised number and the people who supported the refugees in third countries. Media reports originating from Calcutta quote Mukherjee as telling West Bengal Chief Minister Buddhadeb Bhattacharjee on Saturday evening, "It is an international problem," and that the government of India was trying to work out a solution.

Bhattacharjee is believed to have told Mukherjee that refugees' attempt to return to Bhutan via West Nepal territory was creating a law and order situation in his state as something "not acceptable," and asked Mukherjee to initiate a dialogue between Nepal and Bhutan.

Bhattacharjee's position appears like an endorsement of Nepal's line that India mediate on the issue. At least two refugees lost their lives when Indian security personnel opened fire on refugees as they crossed the Mechi Bridge as part of their 'long march campaign' to enter Bhutan two weeks ago.

Diplomats’ safety

Excellencies, let us know where you are going

nf correspondent

Diplomats’ safety and security has emerged as a priority agenda after the recent response of the Prime Minister having to apologise to the international community over the attack on its members a fortnight ago.

On June 8, Foreign Affairs Minister, Sahana Pradhan, joined by top level civil and police officials assured the diplomatic community that they are safe in Nepal and that Damak incident would never be repeated.

The assurance came in response to the virtual demand of a majority of the diplomatic missions in Nepal that the government, in spirit of the Vienna Convention, should ensure that diplomats are safe and protected in Nepal. The strong and unprejudiced letter was a sequel to the attack on UNHCR Country Representative, Abraham Abraham and U S Ambassador, James Moriarty by the YCL activists at Damak when the two were on their way to the local camp office. Interestingly, Abraham Abraham was not invited by Ms Pradhan during the meeting.

While Pradhan assured the diplomats that stem actions would be taken against those responsible for the attack, she conceded the fact that all the four YCL activists arrested on the charge of attacking the two had been released on personal bond. "The government to follow the normal practice of informing the government whenever they had to leave the capital. Security at the diplomats' residence and during their movement would be beefed up with their vehicles having hotline telephone connection.

Besides Damak incident, there have been a couple more such episodes in which diplomats have been obstructed or discharging their duties by various mobs including the Maoists. German Ambassador is believed to have told the minister that while the diplomatic corps was concerned about the attack on its members, it was also equally concerned over the plight of Nepalis who are badly affected by kind of Bandhs and obstructionist attitude of one group or the other.

Statesman Carter

Carter suggests pragmatic solutions

Manoj Dahal

If it is Carter, he has to be different. This fact is not only valid in Iraq and Israel but also in Nepal and the former US president does not really seem to mind opposing the US official line. His proposed meeting with Maoist leaders still under US terrorist list might be an act which the US government may not feel comfortable with.

In what is a clear shift from the US policy, he is bent on meeting Maoist leaders Prachanda and Baburam Bhattarajee among other top political leaders during his four day visit beginning June 13.

He seems cautiously optimistic but firm that a proper electoral atmosphere has to be created for a free and fair poll to the constituent assembly. He recommended enactment of election laws, sustained focus on electoral preparedness, addressing demands of marginalised groups for a smooth poll.

A statement issued by the Carter Center said, "The Carter Center encourages the government of Nepal to focus on the common purpose of creating a conducive environment for constituent elections, including action on all outstanding electoral legislation and decisions together with the new election date," after widespread consultation.

It made forthright comments coupled with its worries that there was a striking absence of political and electoral activities at the local level. But it avoids going into details of young communist league and Maoist activities that include attack on rival political groups.

Given Carter's track record, it seems clear against that of the Bush administration: the US embassy in Kathmandu seems to be extending only administrative assistance during the former president's activities here.

But there were no hostile comments by Assistant Secretary in the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labour, Barry Lowenkron, when scrivens asked him about Carter's meeting with the Maoist leaders. He only acknowledged Carter's activities and campaign in support of human rights, peace and democracy worldwide.

The Carter Center is the only US organisation that Maoists have invited so far, along with the government, to come in a much larger number as observers for the election to the constituent assembly, now slated for December.
Nokia announces

Nokia, the world leader in mobile communications, has recently announced plans for its business operations in Nepal.

“Being the world leader in mobile telecommunications and the most preferred brand in Asia requires an excellent understanding of the markets that we operate in as well as having a culture of taking care of our partners and consumers,” said Prem Prakash Chand, General Manager, Emerging Asia.

Nokia claims to offer consumers a rich choice of devices from its portfolio that gives them the right balance of technology and design that is affordable, reliable and functional. From the variety of entry-level feature-filled devices such as the Nokia N series, Nokia E series and the Nokia 8800 Sirocco edition, there is a device to match the needs and desires of any mobile phone user.

Bajaj Platina at Rs. 50 per day

Hansraj Hulaschand Co. Pvt. Ltd, the sole authorised dealer for Bajaj, has come up with a new idea effective for customer satisfaction. After the recent groundbreaking initiative of including the banking sector in a two-wheeler financing scheme which brought down the interest rates by 4%, the company has put forward yet another offer with the punch line – “Rs.50 Ma Platina.”

Priced at Rs.1,02,900, the Platina is now available at 30% down payment, 0% interest and maximum loan tenure of 4 years. Under this scheme, each monthly installment comes to just Rs.1,499. Simplified, it is just Rs.50 a day, which according to the company, is the sum that an average commuter traveling by public transportation spends everyday.

UNICEF’s regional office is contemplating various cost-cutting measures, but relocating it to Bangkok as being speculated in certain quarters, seems a remote possibility now.

“Nothing serious move to shift as is being speculated, although organisational review is on,” official sources said.

UNICEF’s regional office (ROSA) refused to comment on the issue saying, “the person authorised to speak is away in Bangkok.” But knowledgeable sources say that the matter was being debated seriously though informally and many South Asian countries including India favoured the ROSA office continuing to operate in Nepal.

“We have not been informed as to what kind of organisational reviews are being contemplated upon,” Dinesh Bhattarai, Joint Secretary in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs told newsfront. Any decision regarding the issue is however, unlikely before September.

In fact, Nepal has already lost some of the regional offices of the UN to other Asian countries under some pretext or the other. The regional office of the UN disarmament was shifted to Colombo in reversal of the decision to set it up in Kathmandu some four years ago. Similarly, another UN related office which had even sent a skeletal staff to Kathmandu, and had the potential to provide at least 200 white collar jobs to the locals was also re-located.

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Dipkumar Poudel, is known as a soft-spoken person. But he lost his cool over the criticism of the judiciary by civil society and the media.

“They have lost their balance and are unfairly criticizing the judiciary; little realising that over and unwarranted criticism of the judiciary would only endanger democracy and the peace process,” Reacting to the Global Corruption report 2007 prepared and published by the Transparency International, CJ Poudel said, “it was biased and prejudiced.”

Nepal’s judiciary figures in the corruption index of the report in not as honourable as it has been listed as one of the more corrupt institutions of the state.

Minister K B Mahara has certain affable qualities such as the fact that he listens more and talks less. His party boss Prachanda has another reason to be happy with the minister as he is loyal and works as per his ‘dictates.’

As the cabinet was going to release funds for Maoists cadres, numbering 30,000 plus in the cantonments as allowances, at the rate of Rs.3,000 per month to each ‘combatant,’ Mahara objected and forced the government to make the payment in the manner Maoist leadership wanted. Prachanda’s instruction was that the entire amount should be handed over to the Maoist minister, and not to the individual Maoist cadre. The government could only comply when Mahara communicated what his boss had asked him to do.
Legislated discrimination

Almost a year after the King handed back the power to the political parties in the aftermath of the people’s movement, the euphoria that was driving the country seems to be waning. The realisation not too late that euphoria cannot take the country to desired destination is a positive sign, as it signals that culture of introspection among the present rulers is not completely dead.

A move to seek amendment to the constitution to remove Prime Minister with a two third majority of the House and inserting provision in the constitution of having leader of the opposition are welcome steps as they are essential and integral features of parliamentary democracy. But it is too little if not too late. There are far more important issues yet to be addressed. The interim constitution is still draconian and violates the basic principle of equality before law without which the rule of law cannot be implemented. By the latest amendment, the 5-party government seeks to debar political parties and individuals who the Rayamajhi Commission has found ‘guilty’ of expressing last year’s movement from contesting election to the constituent assembly.

There are not only basic flaws in this move but if implemented would take a major blow to democracy and the principle of fairness of the state. Firstly, Rayamajhi Commission is not a judicial entity with the right to convict an individual or political party. It was out and out a political commission which followed an awkward partition and biased conduct while carrying the so called investigation on misuse of state power and funds to suppress the movement. If at all the government wants to take such a draconian measure, the minimum that it ought to do is to refer the matter to the Supreme Court.

Secondly, except in the case where the court has disqualified the offending individual and party the entire proceeding amounts to a mockery of democracy and the principle of fairness of the state. Firstly, Rayamajhi Commission is not a judicial entity with the right to convict an individual or political party. It was out and out a political commission which followed an awkward partition and biased conduct while carrying the so called investigation on misuse of state power and funds to suppress the movement. If at all the government wants to take such a draconian measure, the minimum that it ought to do is to refer the matter to the Supreme Court.

Now the responsibility lies on the government to take strong action against YCL. Letting YCL continue with everything they do and getting away it, signifies forgiving their crimes. That will give them more liberty to do as they please, with help from the one media house that indulges in biased reporting. In that case why would we need the police, judiciary or the government to make them reform?

Prasai's story. The sole media house attacking Prasai does not convince me. Let Prasai's case be an eye opener for all those who believe in the rule of law. Glorifying such acts by the media would invite dangerous consequences.

What is found now is found then

Kabir Das, born in 1388 AD, was one of the medieval Indian saints of the Bhakti and Sufi movement whose compositions figure in Sikh scripture, the Guru Granth Sahib. Legend says that he relinquished his body when he was about 120 years old. There is a famous legend about his death; when he died, his Hindu and Muslim followers started fighting over the best ritus. When they hit the dirt covering his body, they found flowers instead. The Muslim followers buried his half and the Hindu cremated their half. In Maghav, his tomb and Samadhi still stand side by side.

Kabir’s life was centred around Kashi, also called Varanasi (Varanasi). Legend has it that he was actually the son of a Brahmin widow who abandoned him and that he was found by a Muslim weaver named Nihar, who adopted the boy and taught him the weaver’s trade. Kabir through his couplets not only reformed the mindset of common villagers and low caste people but gave them self-confidence to question Brahmins.

Kabir’s poems:

To be a Slave of Intensity

Friend, hope for the guest while you are alive. Jump into experience while you are alive! Think...and think...while you are alive. What you call salvation belongs to the time before death.

If you don’t break your ropes while you’re alive, do you think ghosts will do it after?

The idea that the soul will join with the ecstatic just because the body is rotten - that is all fantasy.  

What is found now is found then. If you find nothing now, you will simply end up with an apartment in the city of death.

If you make love with the divine now in the next life you will have the face of satisfied desire. So plunge into the truth, find out who the teacher is, believe in the great sound!

When the guest is being searched for,  it is the intensity of the longing for the guest that does all the work. Look at me, and you will see a slave of that intensity.
True to the saying, “History is written by the old but made by the young,” the credit for the political change that Nepal recently experienced also goes to the participation of young people in the people’s movement. It is now clear that Nepali youth are committed to serving as a force for transforming the old political and social order and creating a new Nepal, where people of all castes, creed and gender enjoy equal rights for their individual growth and development and participation in nation building. As Nepal’s population is predominantly young, youth constitute a real factor of change in support of a new democratic Nepal. Education of youth therefore must be made an integral part of a broader agenda for political democratisation. Since education is both a source of individual advancement and a mechanism for achieving community empowerment and real democracy, education and literacy should top the list of priorities in the new government.

Major problems

In the field of education, we are confronted with two major problems: firstly, a great number of youth are still out of school and secondly, a great majority of those who are in school do not receive quality education. The direct result of this is a continuing polarisation of Nepalese society into groups with sharply different educational experiences and post-school opportunities.

The way to address the problem of out of school youth is to launch a massive nationwide campaign on a war footing, involving school teachers, college and university students and young or prospective members of political parties. Neo-literate young men and women and young or prospective members of political parties. Neo-literate young men and women who have the potential to go further should be given bridge courses to ultimately mainstream them in the formal general vocational/technical education system.

In order to motivate disadvantaged children to remain in school rather than dropping out and in general making the school experience more meaningful and enjoyable, teaching in children’s own native language or adopting bilingual programmes where appropriate, is essential. Socio-economic programmes and educational incentives targeting poor, women, ethnic and linguistic minorities and Dalits are also needed. Although education in our society has been understood as a major gateway out of poverty and it has served this function admirably for some, academic success has been elusive for large number of young people, who are economically poor or culturally and racially different from the ‘mainstream’ or both.

State’s role in education

There are certainly a significant number of private schools which are driven by genuine desire to educate children, rather than by a raw profit motive. Such schools offer competition and keep public school system in its toes. Private schools that run as profit making business are however, a different story. They are incompatible with the concept of education as public trust for future generations.

Ideally, all children should be offered a common educational experience. This however is easier said than done. It calls for massive improvement in teaching and learning conditions in government schools and overall improvement in our education system, which requires heavy government and public commitment to the public education system. Once it is ensured that everyone has an equal start in life, post school education need not be left solely at the hands of the state. Nepal like many other developing countries is already moving away from the culture of privilege to expanded higher education system. The massification of higher education, a result of demographic growth and of increased access of lower educational levels has made it increasingly difficult for the government to finance and support universities.

A tragic consequence of inadequate budgetary support to higher education has been the virtual disappearance from higher education institutions of exactly those inputs that make physical infrastructure and academic staff educationally productive.

Government must invest more in higher education particularly since it promotes (beyond the income and employment gains accruing to individuals), nation-building through contributions to increased social cohesion, democratic participation and open debate, trust in social institutions and appreciation of diversity. It is in this respect, shifts in budgetary allocations from defense to education should be a clear choice for the future government.

This however does not mean that public universities should be solely dependent on government financing alone. Nor does it mean that the government should be the sole provider of higher education in the country. Government must encourage the development of private higher education institutions as a means of managing the cost of expanding enrolments as well as broadening social participation in higher education. Since purely private system will not adequately safeguard the public interest, a mixed system of public and private institutions of higher education could be the answer to Nepal’s needs.

Potential role of private sector

Private sector can also play an important role in promoting non-university higher education institutions. Non-university institutions include short cycle professional and technical institutes, undergraduate colleges and distance education and open learning programmes. Their lower cost programmes make them both attractive to students and easier for private providers to set up. We are already seeing some private initiatives in this sub-sector. It is government’s responsibility to develop appropriate policy to encourage such private initiatives and at the same time create a mechanism for academic auditing of educational programmes.

Conviction and commitments

We have made mistakes in the past by not according the priority that it deserves and the public commitments it demands. We have failed to learn lessons from East Asia and to realise the importance of education for national development and democratisation of our society. The cost of continued complacency on our part includes a widening of economic and social disparities, decline in the quality of life, deterioration of social cohesion and a reduced ability to compete effectively in regional and global economies. Our aim in school education should be to create a consistent standard throughout the country and give each boy and girl education that equips them with creativity, problem-solving skills and a passion for learning. Our aim in higher education should not be limited to producing ‘man-power’ required by the market but to create a learning society, one in which lifelong study as well as training and retraining are possible.

Irrational anger

Angry is comrade Prachanda with Prime Minister Koirala for having branded young Communist League (YCL) as criminals. “Koirala is the leader of criminals,” said Prachanda in a meeting. And in his room in Baluwatar surrounded by his coterie, Koirala retorted, “Yes, I am because I am also the leader of Prachanda and his ilk.”

Prachanda was venting fumes at another Prime Minister as well and that was Man Mohan Singh. Prachanda smelt rat when Singh, during a meeting with UML leaders including Madhav Kumar in Delhi, expressed similar worries regarding YCL activities. And the remedies that anyone would prescribe to check such activities are obviously: strong governance, consolidation of democratic forces and a government in place with people’s mandate through election. That is exactly what Delhi’s message was when Prachanda and his party, through an initiative of the South, came together with the Seven Party Alliance (SPA). Through the 12-point agreement, Maoists had publicly pledged, first to Delhi, then to Nepalis and then to the rest of the world that they would transform themselves into a democratic force, give up arms, and resolve conflict peacefully.

Democracy was chosen as the political process and instrument to take the country towards economic prosperity. Why does Prachanda suspect foul play by Delhi now and not then? Prachanda, in post Delhi understanding phase, did not tire of talking about how Delhi was behaving as a true friend now and that it could not be compared with the United States any more. He went out of his way to appease India by disclosing in Delhi in November that he turned down the ISI offer to help the Maoists move- on his part to think that his words would change India’s consistent suspicion about their nexus with Indian militant left outfits, and that the giant neighbour in the South would dump other Nepali political parties and institution equally.

Maoists, no doubt, had an opportunity as well as an advantage over other political parties in Nepal to transform themselves as a democratic force domestically, and influence outside opinion, through behavioral change. Occupying one fourth of the parliamentary seats with the grace or folly of G P Koirala; annoying parties like UML and Congress (D) had given Maoists the numerical strength in parliament as well. But they chose not to act differently than what they were doing as an underground outfit. Creation of YCL, extortion, threatening industries with closure, trial by kangaroo courts only helped the international community in reviewing their approach towards the Maoists, with much disappointment. What Man Mohan Singh told UML team was an expression of that disappointment.

Maoists cannot escape the responsibility of acting in a peaceful and democratic manner in conduct of their politics in the aftermath of Delhi accord. Being part of the government cannot be the source of legitimacy for all kind of criminal activities. Nor can its cadres and leaders be given immunity on all these matters.

It is not hard to understand that Maoist leadership, mainly Prachanda is under tremen- dous pressure to take anti-India stance. Prachanda realises that going back into anti-India stance alone would make Maoists or any political party into a nationalistic force has been proved wrong many times before. If anti-Indianism alone would pay, UML would have won all the elections in past 1990 Nepal. But again, it is for the key political parties in the country to decide how much to involve India or any other country or international bodies on what are essentially domestic issues.

The day Maoists and other political parties show capability and strength of character, prove that they can sink their differences and work together on larger national issues; Nepal will be able not only to develop a healthy relationship with India, but will also command a lot of respect from the South as well as other friendly countries. If that becomes our national character, it can reduce the current level of financial dependence as well.

But accepting the deal brokered by India in November 2005 and taking a holier than thou attitude now would expose Prachanda more than Madhav Nepal. There should be no shame in accepting any external assistance in establish- ing peace, provided it comes transparently, in good faith, and without any strings attached. This nation cannot be self-reliant by dropping Melamchhi or Sewern Trent in the manner it was handled. Nor can it happen by accusing India in the manner Prachanda is doing now. If he and his party become sincere in the peace process and start the culture of seeking people’s endorsement, instead of depending on terror tactics of YCL cadres, things will be different- for the better of all. Prachanda then perhaps may not have to lose his sleep when Madhav Nepal meets Man Mohan Singh, George Bush or any other person. 

Democracy was chosen as the political process and instrument to take the country towards economic prosperity. Why does Prachanda suspect foul play by Delhi now and not then? Prachanda, in post Delhi understanding phase, did not tire of talking about how Delhi was behaving as a true friend now and that it could not be compared with the United States any more.

Obviously, short-sighted cunningness does not pay for long.
Military RULE

There is no likelihood of military junta at the moment.

Is there any possibility and viability of military or military backed technocrat ruling in the present situation of resistance of the masses, in donor dependent and economically poor Nepal? In ‘civilised’ democracies, the role of the military is to protect the nation from foreign menace and domestically be of assistance in rescue and reconstruction in natural catastrophes. However, in the third world, the military has often assigned its self to the task of preventing the nation from collapsing due to failure of politicians either by imposing military vision by force or by simply taking over the government.

The agencies of corporate globalisation want to replace politicians by technocrats by branding conventional politicians as corrupt and as anti-development pathogens. It is a sitting belief that traditional politicians decide politically and on the contrary, technocrats adopt a rational outlook which is prerequisite to economic development.

In this vein, in greater South-East Asian basin, many nations like Myanmar, Pakistan, Thailand, Fiji and Bangladesh are bastions of the military junta. Myanmar, long a bastion of military junta, recently escaped censure by the United Nations Security Council. China and Russia, two permanent members of the Council, vetoed a draft resolution sponsored by the U.S. and the United Kingdom. Myanmar’s junta, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC), has obviously benefited from the interplay of great power equations.

As a result, the SPDC is again beginning to trade its engagement in regional affairs after a lull. In 2000, Bahnimarama became the Prime Minister, with plenipotentiary powers, in January and induced Chaudhury as the Interim Finance Minister. However, the elected Government of Laisenia Qarase, which Bahnimarama overthrew could not have been “less than friendly” towards ethnic Indians. Ethnic cleavage of Fiji and partiality policy of Qarase and corruption cases against his regime were some reasons that put the red carpet to junta. Bangladesh is a slightly different chow. Two rival Begums were engaged in political games which triggered political instability. The international development agencies especially World Bank and IMF were worried about the political instability, rampant and notorious corruption and their investment. After fall to hold election on January, President Iajuddin Ahmad took over the regime with military backing and appointed former World Bank consultant Fakhruddin Ahmad as his chief advisor.

A number of military coup masters have often set short timelines for restoring democracy and returning to the barracks. More often they have not, by one stratagem or another, nullified such deadlines and promised restoration of democracy. In Nepal, it is a political fantasy that military can take over the democratic transition. There is no likelihood of military junta takeover at the moment. The reasons behind it are: the present strapping level of the resistance of the people and the lack of adequate credibility of military leadership, still considered loyal slave of the feudal monarch. The military leaders also lack the tactically performance in run the regime. However, if political leadership is unable to cope with the present political stalemate and fails to show vision, will power and commitment to bring the peace process to its logical end, the country will give way to political mayhem. If political leadership cannot solve the present problems within the framework of democracy - sovereignty and territorial integrity will be threatened. Then, the politicians themselves may get politicalised to call for a military rule.

The aftermath of the Jana Andolan-II saw a dramatic rise in the number of disruptive and often violent protests, strikes and Bandhs. Various groups, including some historically marginalised ones have been calling the strikes. What has the government learnt from the experiences of dealing with these strikes so far? What are its holistic future plans for dealing with the existing troubles and the possible new ones?

Although the processes and methods are still unclear, it is hoped the state will sooner or later adopt affirmative actions to ensure a better representation of different caste, ethnic, regional and other groups. The unprecedented Terai uprising has shown that it is simply too dangerous for the state to maintain its status quo. The recent violent uprising of the Gujar community in Rajasthan, India is just one examples of the fact that such troubles do not just go away even after adopting affirmative actions. This is because one or the other group will feel neglected and alienated at the end.

Experts agree that the way the government has been dealing with the protests is basically flawed. Apart from its hopelessly weak security situation, the state tries to deal with the agitators on a random basis. There is no coherent and consistent policy or plan for dealing with the mushrooming strikes. Worse is the fact that it tends to listen to only those groups that resort to terrorism people and disrupting public life. For instance, the government is trying its best to address the concerns of the Madhesi following the violent uprising whereas it continues to neglect the long-standing issues of the Dalits. This is a dangerous approach that is likely to provoke other peaceful groups to opt for rather violent means. This is time for the government to analyse the past events and learn lessons from them. It should objectively study what went wrong and what went right in the prominent incidents. Which parts of the machinery did not function properly and how they could be reactivated. For instance, the Terai uprising could be an excellent sample to study objectively what caused such a large scale death and destruction. In what way has the government response improved or deteriorated the situation?

Had the government negotiated with the agitators right in the beginning of the unrest, would fewer lives would have been lost? It is simply easy to get away by blaming the parties involved but it is the primary duty of the state to protest its citizens. If fails in its duty, as demonstrated by a number of strikes, the state does not learn anything from them.

It’s certainly aware of economic benefits and military-related goodies it could hope to gain from globalisation. As a result, Senior Spokesmen of the SPDC has endeavored, to a significant extent, in projecting itself as a friend of the larger international community in its drive against terrorism.

Srinawatras’ authoritarianism and corruption and lack of governance among the Pak people against its traditionally rival India, and also its traditionally rival India, and also against terrorism of war against terror after 9/11. It’s certainly aware of economic goodies it could hope to gain from globalisation. As a result, Senior Spokesmen of the SPDC has endeavored, to a significant extent, in projecting itself as a friend of the larger international community in its drive against terrorism.

Bhim Prasad Bhurtel

Uday Pariyar
Security reform urgent

Corruption is one such very popular evil that gets security apparatus malfunctioning

Nepal needs to work hard at reforming the security sector without delay to respond to the challenges in the post conflict situation. In the present scenario, it appears that the rule of law during the Maoists conflict was more effective than the present post conflict situation.

This situation can be attributed to the misunderstanding of the international community regarding the real need of security sector reform of Nepal. People are now being intimidated by the Young Communist League (YCL) cadres who apparently were the hardcore fighters during the conflict. A majority of them have joined this front leaving a handful with the newly recruited militaries and job seekers in the cantonments.

The total security component of the country is in a big mess today. This needs to be reformed completely to undo the non-performing and demoralised security institution; to reshape them with new ideology and perception; and to be instrumental in addressing post conflict security concerns of the country. Security sector reform is one very important component of the whole post conflict scenario. Reshaping the system of criminal justice becomes very crucial which if not taken seriously will have disastrous consequences in coming days.

There are several issues including reinstatement of Maoists militants and militas into the national armed forces. Some kind of credible process should be established and ground work should start in order to address this issue in a harmonious way. Foreign assistance to the security sector reform becomes crucial during this phase. While doing so in the post conflict scenario, it is seen that the international community has put in substantial efforts to security sector reform in order to make it efficient in post conflict situation.

In Nepal no such approach has been made so far. Department for International Development of United Kingdom and American embassy had brought in teams to conduct feasibility study proposing some funds for security sector reform. With the inclusion of Maoists in the interim government this project got abandoned and it seems likely that there will be no such offer in the offing. The interim government has no clue whatsoever regarding reforming the security sector. Without security sector reform; disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration cannot be completed. UNMCC Chief seems to be trying to shape exit strategy just by over exaggerating the positivism of Nepal peace process thereby focusing on election of constituent assembly. Ejection will not be the end of the problem.

After each bloody conflict the existing security machineries have not been able to work if we look at the case studies of other countries. Corruption is one such very popular evil that gets security apparatus malfunctioning. Nepal Police is an evident case study of such rampant corruption practices. There needs to be greater level of reform brought about to build the capacity of the ailing security agencies.

Maoists even after joining the government are not behaving themselves and are the ones responsible for the chaos in the country today. They may have changed their strategies and tactics but not their goals of establishing a communist republic. Their vocal commitment to pluralistic politics and democracy is far from definite. Ideologically, they define the peace process as a transitional phase in which they can destroy the old regime and restructure the state.

Their massive mobilisation of YCL is to unset the existing criminal justice system to pave way for the long designed strategy to fail the state mechanism justifying their strategic vision. Nepal in the midst of such uncertainties needs to redefine and strengthen its security sectors to meet the dangerous moves being made by the Maoists. The weaker the security sector institutions are, the easier it becomes for the Maoists to meet their illegal goals. (Wasti is a security expert)

Young speak

Stinking toilets – no, no!

Lack of clean public toilets is one of the pressing needs of urban Nepalis today. Why do we need hygienic public toilets in our country? We all are humans and there arises urgent situations when we have to empty our bladder on the spot. Looking at the condition of the toilets here, most of us do not seem to mind the stinking toilets in hospitals, restaurants –even the ones in Durbar Marg and airports.

This issue needs to be talked about not only for keeping alive one’s aesthetic sense but also to protect one’s health. You never know what kinds of diseases are spread by sharing such poorly or hardly maintained toilets. It looks like the public not only enjoy eating out in a Bakery Café, but also don’t mind the stink from the tiny toilets there. It seems people running businesses fail to understand that one can do without eating for sometime but cannot do without clean toilets.

I experienced that the toilets of Royal Nepal Airlines, flying from Shanghai to Nepal was suffering from water scarcity and was unbearably smelly. How do they expect tourists to revisit the country if you put them through such torture? People have to hold their breath while crossing the toilets of big hospitals such as Kanti, B and B and Patan hospital where even a shank would faint.

How can hospitals ignore such basics of fundamental hygiene? Do they want to create more patients? Or is it because they know how few a hospitals we are blessed with and so think people have no choice but to put up with their lack of such essential services? Why should passengers pay airport tax, if the management fails to provide necessary facilities like maintaining clean and hygienic toilets for passengers?

Water scarcity and lack of awareness may be the main reasons behind the lack of clean toilets but something can be done about it. If there is not enough water, make it a public issue so that enough water is provided for all. Children as well as adults – mostly men, should be taught that urinating on others walls, on bushes or in corners of alleyways is not right. A fine needs to be imposed on such people who water freely. Have you ever seen a Nepali peeing in Times Square? No, they will pay to use a public toilet, they will even queue up for it. Women again suffer more in this aspect since self respect and social propriety stops them from unloading their bladder wherever and whenever. They have to hold on endlessly till they reach back home or find a toilet that is usable. A visit to toilets in gynaecologists’ clinics or inside the delivery room surely adds to already suffering women’s nightmares.

But do the management of the clinics or hospitals care about the needs of their patients who pay through their noses to keep such establishments running? No, the fact is there for all to see how the establishments as well as the doctors act as if they are doing their patients a favor?

Customers need to speak up and complain about it. They need to walk but when the first thing that greets them is the stink from toilets when they enter restaurants. Why eat next to such foul surrounding! With such poor hygiene sense, how can one trust the kitchen and the way food is handled? We do have a choice and we need to make it. Or what difference would there be between jigs who eat anything anywhere and humans?

Why do Nepalis tolerate such indifference that impacts so much on their health?

A good business idea would be for people to start having sparkling toilets that is maintained around the clock, has enough water, toilet paper and of course a big sign board inside and outside the cubicles instructing the users how to use it, in language the users understand. Happy users could put in some loose change into a tip box that can be an added incentive for those employed to maintain such toilets. New Nepal calls for new and improved toilets too.

Rajen Wasti

Perspective
The G8 summit wrapped up here Friday with Canada being accused of dragging its feet on increased aid to Africa and Prime Minister Stephen Harper raising questions about America’s environmental commitment and China’s progress toward human rights and democracy.

Leaders of the eight top industrialized nations reaffirmed their 2005 pledge to double aid to Africa by 2010, but anti-poverty activists were disappointed they did not commit to more aid, or specify how they would reach that goal. U2 singer Bono, in fact, accused Canada of “blocking progress” at the summit. “I said some years ago that the world needs more ‘Canadas’,” said Bono, a powerful voice for African development, “I can’t believe that this Canada has become a laggard.” Harper, however, dismissed the comment. “I can say with absolute certainty that Canada was not blocking anything on this,” the prime minister told reporters. Harper, who declined a private meeting with Bono on the grounds that hobnobbing with celebrities is not his “schtick,” insisted Canada is meeting its obligations under a pledge made by G8 nations at a summit in Scotland two years ago. The leaders agreed to increase aid to developing countries by about $50 billion per year by 2010, half of which would be earmarked for Africa.

“Canada’s on target to meet those obligations,” Harper said. “I think we’re the only country on target to meet them, and to meet them early, in fact.”

The Prime Minister’s Office was unable to provide documentation to prove his claim. A senior Canadian official said Canada’s aid budget for Africa will amount to $2.1 billion in 2008-09, but DATA, an aid agency co-founded by Bono, estimates Canada will need $2.1 billion per year by 2010 if it is to meet its promise.

Brazil, Mexico and South Africa.

Canada can be a huge beneficiary.”

The deal, agreed in principle in 2005, would allow sales of U.S. nuclear equipment and fuel to India, overcoming a three-decade ban on such trade with New Delhi. India has not signed the Non-Proliferation Treaty and has tested nuclear weapons.

“I think some tough negotiations will be required before we can see the light at the end of the tunnel,” Mannohnn Singh told reporters traveling back with him from Germany where he met President George W. Bush on the sidelines of the G8 summit.

There are some difficulties but I think both of us expressed determination to overcome them. President Bush was much appreciating of our concerns,” the Sunday Times reported.

Asked if the deal could be sealed by September, Singh said: “Why September? Why not earlier?,” a report in the Hindustan Times said.

Singh’s comments follow recent inconclusive talks between top Indian and U.S. officials over what India says are new conditions such as Washington threatening to end nuclear cooperation if New Delhi conducts another nuclear test and refusing to reprocess of spent fuel.

U.S. officials say some of these conditions are required by American laws. But India sees this as a shifting of goalposts and is wary of any compromise in the face of fierce opposition at home from political parties and nuclear experts.

The nuclear deal would help New Delhi meet some of its soaring energy demands and has raised hopes of firming up a new, strategic partnership between the United States and India, a rising Asian power, which were Cold War adversaries.

In a major push last December, Congress in Washington passed an amendment to a U.S. law to allow the deal. But the two sides have since struggled to finalize a bilateral pact that is required to govern the terms of nuclear trade.

\[\text{abccnews} \]
What inspired you to found Wild Earth?

I really needed to get more engaged with the local community. This led me to found Wild Earth, which is a tool for social change. In the past decade, we've been able to do just that. They were taking genetic specimens from the Himalayas and making their way abroad. We also trained a group of Amchi, the traditional Tibetan doctors. I found that Himalayan Aromatherapy based on old tradition existed right here. We started off making handmade herbal products and herbal pillows.

What do you target the high end market?

We shifted our focus to making the very best of the very finest for a very select market. We are helping promote the value of indigenous knowledge of herbs, and finding a place for women in the areas of health and healing so that these traditions do not die. We decided to use economics to try to protect their resources and make the communities believe there is value in protecting it. We utilised what was available locally to service needs of people outside. We also developed treatments for Spa products based on traditional knowledge after interviewing traditional Newar midwives, Amis - who are an incredible source of knowledge, and other healers. We are recommending training people in different districts for head and foot treatments, adapting the principles of traditional healing. We want to give respect to the people and create based on what Nepal already has. This has helped spur local herbal industry in Nepal and can be a career path for Nepalis.

What are other prospects for indigenous Nepali products?

Nepal has great food heritage and many traditional foods and can respond to the huge demand. We are trying to cultivate wild herbs that are growing demand. We are trying to grow vulnerable high Himalayan herbs that have a huge value in the market. Scientific research needs to be done on high Himalayan plants. Nepal is extraordinary for its micro-diversity. There is a huge potential in it. The Himalayas are storehouse of wonderful smells.

How have you targeted the high end market?

We are helping transform indigenous knowledge and traditional healing so that these traditions do not die. We want to give respect to the people and create based on what Nepal already has. This has helped spur local herbal industry in Nepal and can be a career path for Nepalis.

How do you ensure you do not strip away the mountains?

Sustainability is our priority. Since a majority of farmers in Nepal are subsistence farmers with small diverse plots that are that big farms with one product, we take little from different communities keeping sustainability in mind. The same applies for wild herbs. The irony here is that there are a lot of unidentified wild edibles that are people are not gathering. We work with 90 different varieties of wild edibles and herbs.

What prevents villagers from getting the best out of it?

Any work on cultivation, preservation and protection of herbs? We are trying to cultivate wild herbs that are growing demand. We are trying to grow vulnerable high Himalayan herbs that have a huge value in the market. Scientific research needs to be done on high Himalayan plants. Nepal is extraordinary for its micro-diversity. There is a huge potential in it. The Himalayas are storehouse of wonderful smells.

Any work on cultivation, preservation and protection of herbs?

We are trying to cultivate wild herbs that are growing demand. We are trying to grow vulnerable high Himalayan herbs that have a huge value in the market. Scientific research needs to be done on high Himalayan plants. Nepal is extraordinary for its micro-diversity. There is a huge potential in it. The Himalayas are storehouse of wonderful smells.
...Buddhism says there are three different enlightenments which may be similar but not exactly the same...
Regulatory authority of financial institution, Nepal Rastra Bank, had declared our bank as "Problematic Bank" on 2063/05/04 (20/08/2006) and gave direction to inject additional capital fund of Rs.11.20 crores and recover Rs.11 crores from clients as categorized bad loans from them. Considering the unrest and adverse situation of the country all the financial institutions have been experiencing difficulty in recovering their dues and to top it all a local newspaper reported that our clients had been reported to the police for investigation. This false report resulted in the absconding of our borrowers.

The bank was unable to contact the borrowers at that time for the recovery of its dues.

Now, the borrowers have been coming to the bank for payment/negotiation for the regularization of their accounts with the bank. Against all odds after 2063/09/01 (15/12/2006), the bank has managed to recover Rs.10,52,47,486.62 towards the principal and interest. Similarly, the bank has paid Rs.7,25,52,027.61 against the corporate deposit of various institutions. The bank has paid all its interest obligations of its depositors including corporate.

According to the directive of Nepal Rastra Bank for injection Mr. Sitaram Prasai had already deposited Rs.1,40,00,000.00 against the total share of 1,40,000 in his name. Other Board of Directors are in the process of depositing the share amount against their name. The bank has already decided to sell its right to a new firm, institution, individual or professional if the existing promoters do not deposit the sum till the end of Jestha, 2064. This decision has been taken to fulfill Nepal Rastra Bank’s directive.

In the above situation, despite his ill health, Chairman of the bank, Mr. Sitaram Prasai has been regularly attending board meetings at the bank, which is when several vital decisions are made in connection with the recovery of bad loans. A board meeting was scheduled for June 03, 2007 at 5p.m. When Mr. Prasai did not show up, we were shocked to learn that he had been kidnapped at 4p.m. an hour before his scheduled board meeting. We strongly condemn the kidnapping and public humiliation of Mr. Prasai.